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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, SEBASTIAN HINTON, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resi 
dent of ‘Winnetka, in the county of Cook 

5 and State of'Illinois, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Climbing 
Structures, of which the following is a 
speci?cation. ' . 

This invention relates to playground ap 
10 paratus, and particularly to climbing 

frames adapted to permit children to play 
climbing games, to climb in groups and 
otherwise to obtain full physical and psy 
chological bene?ts of climbing. 

15 In my previous applications Serial No. 
398,178, ?led July 22, 1920, and Nos. 414,030 
and 414,031, ?led October 1, 1920, I have 
disclosed and claimed, as a playground ap 
paratus, a climbing apparatus, comprising a 

20 cellular structure made up of uprights and 
criss-crossed horizontal. climbing elements 
adapted to permit free climbing electively 
in three dimensions from points within the 
structure. . ‘ 

The present invention is an improved ap 
paratus, simpler and more economical in 
construction and erection and provided with 
various other improvements of importance. 

_ In the drawings, which, disclose an illus 
80 trative embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a portion 
of the structure, it being understood that 
the remaining portions are symmetrical 
with the parts shown, 

Figs. 2 and 3 are perspective views of the 
joints used to connect the elements of the 
structure, and ' 

Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic plan view of the 
?rst layer of climbing elements. 

to The climbing frames of the prior appli 
cations, referred to, have employed short 
pieces reaching from vertical to vertical for 
the horizontal climbing elements. This con 
struction I have found somewhat expensive 

4.5 to produce, and laborious to erect; while 
therefore maintaining the general structure 
shown in said applications I have adopted 
a novel and exceedingly e?icient method of 
its construction. 

Referring to Fig. 1, it will be observed 
that the structure comprises verticals 1 and 
horizontal climhing‘elements 2 and 2’ ar 
ranged to form a cellular climbing struc 
ture. Instead of utilizing short len hs, 

66 however, I- employ preferably throug out 
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the structure, full length verticals and full 
length horizontals. Thus referring speci? 
cally to the vertical 1 (at the front Fig. 1) 
it will be seen that this comprises a single 
piece of pipe extending from the ground up 
continuously. Referring to one of the as; 
sociated horizontals 2, it will be observed 
that this also comprises a full length pipe, 
instead of a succession of short lengths. 
Thepipe 2 is laid alongside of a series of 
pipes '1, and is secured thereto by U-bolts 4, 
the legs of which pass through holes drilled 
through pipes 1, and are secured by nuts 
5 (Fig. 2). 

Referring now to pipes 2’ (the other se 
ries of horizontal pipes ‘crisscrossed-with 
pipes 2)., it will be seen that these also ex 
tend through the structure (at right angles 
to pipes 2) and are also secured by U-bolts 
3’ having legs 4’. U-bolts 4 and 8’, being 
at right angles, are‘ mutually straddled, i. e., 
lower leg of U-bo-lt 3’ passes between the 
legs of U-bolt 4; by this means the pipes 2 
and 2' are brought closely adjacent each 
other, one resting on the other, and the nuts 
5 are brought either Within the corner de 
?ned by the vertical andhorizontal pipes 2 
or so close thereto that they do not scu? 
the children’s shoes. The nuts are prefer-i 
ably domed or rounded, and made fairly 
?at, while the U-bolts are of a length to 
come no more than flush with the nuts when 
drawn up tight. 
This construction besides permitting the 

use of full length pipe for the horizontals 
and full length pipe, merely drilled, for the 
verticals, also provides a junction of great 
strength and permanent rigidity, but which 
is, at the same time, resilient enough to re 
sist all shocks and jars. This resiliency is 
probably due to the fact, which may be ob 
served on a close examination, that drawing 
up the U-bolts causes both pipes, as land 2, 
or 1 and 2', Fig. 3, to spring inwardly at 
the point of contact, each pipe indenting the 
other slightly. This resilient compressive . 
offset serves permanently to maintain the 
joint tight and strong and no looseness is 
observable even after many months of se 
vere strain. 1 , 

It will be'remembered the structure, as a 
whole, frequently has ‘sixty to seventy chil 
dren, of an average weight of one hundred 
and ?fteen pounds approximately, and some 
times these children may rock back and are 
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forth in unison. To withstand the result 
ing strains great‘ strength is required-y-the 
individual resilient grip of the U-bolts at 
every junction oint of the pipes serves the 
purpose admira 1y. It further avoids dan 
gers due to rusting and the weakening of 
threaded ipe at the threads. ‘ 

. I regar vthe provision of pipe laid along 
side the verticals and clamped thereto as of 
great importance both from the standpoint 
of‘ service and also from that of simplicity 
and economy of manufacture and erection. 

I shall now describe the apparatus as a 
whole. In this embodiment it is made eight 
cubes long, four wide, ?ve high,'the vcubes 
are twenty-?ve inches from p1pe center to 
pipe center. This construction provides an 
apparatus on which seventy children have 
frequently been ‘observed actively playing 
without friction. The top layer of cubes is 
two cubes wide by six long, leaving a plat 
form or gallery 6, around which the children 
may run, and also reducing the height from 
which a clear drop is permitted to eight feet 
four inches approximately——a safe height 
even for three year olds. There is no dan 
ger of an uninterrupted fall within the 
structure for reasons which are obvious. 
The corner posts are made of stouter ma 

terial‘ and each is provided with a diagonal 
brace 30—as shown, which provides a quick 
escape, for a child being pursued in a game 
of “monkey tag”~—or a ?re escape and _‘ any 
other things which the child’s min jnsug 
gests. ' Y 

The oblong shape of the structure makes 
it ideally suited for calisthenics—~thus the 
supervisor standing on one side can easily 
see all the children at workf .‘Furthermore it 
permits the election in a game of “monkey 
tag” for the pursued to escape by faster 
climbing than the .pursuer, or to get quickly 
to the outside and run around the structure I 
on the ground—which increases the enjoy 
ment of a game of “monkey tag.” 

Referring now to the lower regions of the‘ 
' structure, it will be observed that’ it is skele 
tonized up to the second layer, while various 
cross pieces are provided. Fig. 4‘ shows a 
plan, of the ?rst layer of horizontals. It 
will be observed that many verticals are cut 
off at the second layer as at 7, Fig. 1. The 
verticals that reach into the ground are those 
shown as circles in Fig. 4:, and indicated by 
the numeral 1. 

_ . By this construction children can run un 
der the structure and climb into it from any 
point-but cannot go throu h it on the 
ground at full speed, the at through the 
litructiure being ba?led as s own in the plan 

1g. . 

I shall now point out certain important 
features of design and construction. 
To begin with it will be observed that cer 

' tain of the horizontal pipes are left open at 
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their ends, in this instance all except the 
thirdlayer. This provides an opportunity 
for children to look through the pi es from 
one side to the other and to “te ephone” 
through. ‘Inasmuch as the children invent 
and play numerous organized games, such 
as “ship,” “hotel,” etc., requiring a manager, 
captain, or the like, and “look-outs,” “bell 
boys,” etc., the “telephoning” of vital and 
immediate information from one point in 
the structure to another assumes, great im— 
portance and adds to the adaptability of the 
apparatus for varied imaginative and organ 
ized games. Furthermore secret messages 
may be concealed in the pipe ends, and so 
on. . 

I Will now describe an accessory, which 
when added combines with the structure to 
make a unitary device,—an elevated runway. 
This consists of a series of horizontal exten 
sions of the horizontals of one layer in this 
instance of the transverse series or pipes 1, 
of the third layer, which it was previously 
pointed out was threaded and capped. By 
removing the caps, the extension may be 
connected, by sleeves, to the horizontals. 
These extensions penetrate at their outer 
ends into the large pipe 8 which in turn is 
supported on the verticals 9. 

This runway not only makes an added 
gallery or platform similar to gallery 6; but 
its main. function is to permit suspensory 
exercise such as swinging by the arms and 
hanging travel, hand over hand. It is very 
useful in calisthenics as an entire class of 
children maybe givenchinning or other ex 
ercise on it. It also adds variety and in 
terest to games of tag, follow the leader, etc. 
It is a well recognized fact that the more 
children can be encouraged to hang and 
swing by their arms, the better will be their 
posture and the stronger their shoulders, 
acks and chests; The'human spine is a 

hanging spine, not yet quite adapted to be 
supported from below, and in all but robust 
children, it is apt to sag and droop, produc 
ing stoop shoulders. 
The runway attachment, in combination 

with the climbing frame encourages chil~ 
dren, as they develop their arms, backs and 
shoulders by climbing, to resort more and 
more to actual hanging by the arms, and it 
has been found by competent observers that 
children playing on the climbing 
a matter of fact do in increasin degree 
swing suspended along the “mo ey run 
way” in games of tag, as “messengers” car 
rying urgent reports. in important situa 
tions occurring in their imaginative games, 
etc. 
The natural and naturally most attractive 

play of any young animal is that which best 
and most symmetricall develops its body; 
climbing is the one of t e most natural lay 
activities of children. Physical deve op 
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ment of‘children may be ac uired through 
play with many times the e ciency that it 
can be acquired through work (such as 
drills, calisthenics, etc.). With these prin 
ciples in mind and from competent obser 
vation extending'over many months, it is 
predicted, with some ‘assurance, that chil 
dren who climb and swing on the frame and 
runway attachment as a large voluntar 
part- of their daily play, during the “climb 
ing age” (6 to 14) will, as‘ a result, have 

_ properly developed arms and shoulders, 
straight backs, and strong chests, instead of‘ 
well developed legs and underdeveloped‘ 
backs, shoulders and chests. ‘7 

It is obvious that the invention herein de-v 
scribed is not limited to the particular em 
bodiment thereof here presented for illus 
trative purposes, but is more properly de 
?ned in the appendedclaims. 
Having thus described my invention, I 

claim 1 
1. a round a paratus comprisin a series oi) urilii'ights, applurality of climbing 

elements arranged to cross each other and 
provide a ‘multiplicity of adjoining cells, 
said uprights having bolt-holes extendin 

uprights and clamping the climbing ele 
ments thereto. _ ' . 

2. A playground structure comprisin a 
cellular climbing frame made of vertical 
supports and mutirally crossed series of 
horizontal climbing bars, secured to said 
supports one above each other, and so spaced 
as to permit climbing aboutin the structure, 
certain of said climbing bars being extend 
ed beyond the side of the structure to per 
mit children to hang and swing alongside 
the structure. 

3. A playground apparatus comprising in 
combination a series of vertical supports, 
horizontal climbing members arranged in 
two series, the members of each series crom 

zneeaaie ' > @ 

ing the members of the other, said 6limb~ 
ing members extending through ‘the struc 
ture from side to side, and laid alon side 
and secured to the vertical supports, al so 
constructed, proportioned and combined as 
to provide a cellular climbing structure 
adapted to permit children to climb about 
within the structure in any direction, pas 

y sages in the lower part of said structure to 
permit children to pass thereunder and‘ 
climb upwardly thereunto from various 
points. 

4. A playground apparatus comprising in 
combination a series of vertical supports, 
horizontal ‘climbing members arranged in 
two series, the members of each series cross 
ing the members of the other, said climbing 
members extending through the structure 
from side to side, and laid alongside and 
secured to the vertical supports, all so con 
structed, proportioned and combined as to 
provide a cellular climbing structure adapt 
ed to permit children to climb about within‘ 
the structure in any direction, passages in the 
lower part of said structure to permit chil 
dren to pass thereunder and climb up 

' g wardly thereunto from various points, and therethrough, U-bolts passing through the means to prevent children from running rm» 
der the structure in a straight line. 

5. A playground apparatus comprisin a 
plurality of spaced vertical members, a p u~ 
rality of series of horizontal members, said 
series being vertically spaced apart and each 
series comprising members extending in 
different directions and contacting at their 
points of crossing with each other and with 
one of said vertical members, and bolts se 
curing said horizontal members to said ver 
tical members at said points of crossing. 
In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe 

my name this 19th day of October, A. D 
1921. ~ 

SEBASTIAN HINTON. 
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